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Perceiving the sounds from a particular sound source becomes much more difficult when sounds from other independent sources are presented at the same time. These "masking" sounds compete with the "target" sound. During the 70s of the last century, Green and Swets\[[@ref1]\] proposed a critical-band energy-detector model to predict the competition between the masking and target sounds within the auditory system. The model consists of a "critical band" filter,\[[@ref2]\] followed by a physiologically inspired rectifier, an integrator (based on psychophysical estimates of temporal integration), and a mechanism that based decisions on stimulus energy. The model has successfully predicted the amount of masking produced by noise with different width of bands.

However, this model fails to predict the amount of masking when maskers comprise *N* randomly selected tonal components where *N* was varied over a wide range.\[[@ref3]\] The task was to detect a pure-tone target of a fixed and known frequency (0.5, 1, and 4 kHz) located within a distribution of potential masker components, for masker samples drawn at random on every presentation. These multitone maskers were essentially sparse samples of components from Gaussian noise with the parameter of interest. Large amounts of masking are found for small numbers of components that, according to the classical energy-detector theory, should produce very little masking. Based on intuitions drawn from the critical-band energy-detector model, because it would rarely happen that the masker components would fall near enough the target to mask it, little amount of masking is expected. Surprisingly, large amounts of masking (more than 50 dB for 1 and 4 kHz) were found for maskers comprising as few as 10 components and significant amounts of masking were observed for only 2 components.

This extra masking caused by the masker frequency uncertainty is usually referred to as "informational masking," a term first introduced in an abstract by Irwin Pollack in 1975.\[[@ref4]\] In subsequent years, the simultaneous multitone masking procedure was used by many investigators to study the masking in addition to that predicted by the critical-band energy-detector model.\[[@ref5]--[@ref12]\] It was found that the maximum amount of masking did not occur for the masker consisting of the most components (i.e., true Gaussian noise) but instead for a masker comprising about 10--20 frequency components.\[[@ref7]\] When the masker sample was randomized only between trials, but was the same on both intervals within a trial, the amount of masking was substantially reduced. When the sound pressure level of the maskers (total energy) was held constant, the amount of masking initially increased, reached a plateau, and then decreased. The interpretation is that when there are very few components, the masking that is observed is dominated by informational masking while, at the opposite extreme where the masker is true Gaussian noise, the masking observed is almost entirely energetic, dominated by the energy-detector model. Varying the number of masker components thus changes the ratio of energetic to informational masking. The plateau region from roughly 10 to 100 components indicates component densities where the successive masker components are sufficient to create a significant uncertainty while also producing significant amounts of energetic masking.

The only model to date that has been used to explain the results from a wide range of studies by taking into account both energetic and informational masking is the component-relative entropy (CoRE) model, first proposed by Lutfi.\[[@ref13]\] In the original article describing the CoRE model, Lutfi demonstrated that it could predict the results from a variety of multitone masking experiments, such as those reported by Neff and Green.\[[@ref3]\] However, it also accurately predicted the findings from other types of studies such as the profile analysis experiment described by Kidd *et al*.\[[@ref14]\] in which sensitivity to differences in a spectral shape was measured for randomly perturbed reference spectra. The model relies on the statistical summation over trials of the outputs of a set of auditory filters spanning the audible frequency range. The amount of masking that is predicted is related to both the target-to-masker ratio in the band containing the target and to the variability of the outputs of the attended to non-target bands. For instance, when detecting a pure-tone target in Gaussian noise, the variability in the outputs of the nontarget bands, computed across trials, would be relatively low (depending on bandwidth, duration, etc.). The threshold for the target would primarily be determined, therefore, by the target-to-masker energy in the target\'s band with very little contribution to the overall amount of masking from nontarget bands. In contrast, for a random-frequency multitone masker comprising a few components and with a "protected region" surrounding the target in which no masker component frequency falls in, the variability of the outputs of the nontarget bands across trials may be quite large while the target-to-masker ratio at the masked threshold in the target\'s band may be very high. This situation consists of a small amount of energetic masking with a relatively large amount of informational masking. The predictions of the CoRE model are relatively accurate to predict these results.

Although the CoRE model provides an excellent account of the data, as well as a number of other informational masking conditions, there are some findings that it cannot explain. For example, Oh and Lutfi\[[@ref15]\] report that the CoRE model does not provide a satisfactory explanation for the large decrease in masking found by causing a target tone to be mistuned slightly in a multitone masker having masker components drawn at random from a set of harmonically related tones. Also, Kidd *et al*.\[[@ref16]\] noted that the CoRE model does not capture the trend in masking apparent for the multiple-bursts different masker (discussed below) as the number of masker bursts and interburst intervals are varied. Furthermore, the CoRE model does not take the target--masker similarity into account. Nonetheless, the CoRE model represents an important conceptual tool that can help explain many of the findings from a large subset of informational masking studies.

One aspect of informational masking that is clear for most studies and a diverse set of experimental procedures is that the listener attends to frequency regions that provide no useful information for solving the task. Neff *et al*.\[[@ref5]\] sought to determine whether listeners who were very susceptible to informational masking ("high-threshold" listeners) exhibited wider listening bandwidths than less susceptible ("low-threshold") listeners. In order to obtain listening bandwidth estimates, they adapted the techniques normally used to measure "auditory filter" characteristics\[[@ref17]\] and applied them to the multitone masking experiment. In the more common procedure, a set of threshold estimates is obtained for pure-tone targets masked by notched-filtered noise as the bandwidth of the notch is varied. Based on these threshold estimates, a best-fitting set of filter parameters (making an assumption about the type of filter) are then computed. Neff *et al*. performed a similar analysis using data obtained from the multitone masking experiment where the variation in the width of the "notch" was accomplished by changing the size of the "protected region" around the target frequency. They found that the estimated "attentional" filter bandwidths and processing efficiency (related to the target-to-masker ratio in the filter at the masked threshold) were both lower and poorer, respectively, in the high-threshold group than in the low-threshold group with large differences found between subjects. Furthermore, the more susceptible high-threshold group generally exhibited large amounts of informational masking even for extremely broad protected regions.

Informational masking often results from stimulus uncertainty. Attention, grouping and segregation, memory, and general processing capacity, all are factors that are related to producing informational masking or in causing release from informational masking. For example, Durlach *et al*.\[[@ref18]\] speculated that the representation of a target at one physiological level might be sufficient, i.e., not energetically masked, yet at a higher level that would not be true. Another possible cause of informational masking would be whether the outputs of the neural elements representing the target at a given physiological site are combined (or "grouped") with other elements representing irrelevant stimuli. This could happen for a variety of reasons, such as the target and masker being "mixed" along a particular stimulus dimension and presented synchronously. One possible illustration of informational masking due to a failure of segregation was reported by Kidd *et al*.\[[@ref19]\] Informational masking, consistent with the definition proposed by Durlach *et al*.,\[[@ref18]\] could also be caused by an incorrect selection of the available neural elements -- either to enhance or to suppress -- at a given physiological site. And finally (although there are many other doubtless possibilities not considered here), limitations on the short-term storage and retrieval of sounds in memory, or interruptions in the processing of stored sounds, can produce informational masking. In general, the way by which stimulus uncertainty produces informational masking keeps open to us.

SUMMARY {#sec1-2}
=======

It is much harder to perceive a target sound when the competing sounds are random than when the competing sounds are known in advance. This is categorized as informational masking, which occurs not at the auditory periphery but at the central auditory system. The CoRE model has been proposed to account for a large part of the data. However, it fails to account for informational masking with harmonic stimuli or streaming. The origin of informational masking is unclear yet, but it is believed to relate to segregation or memory of auditory stimuli.
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